M A R K N I E M I . Photography

Information regarding TF* Photo Shoots
 Refer to terms and conditions on the Model Release Agreement
 After the shoot, proofs will be uploaded to DropBox. Gallery is password
protected and can only be viewed with an invitation via email from Mark.
 If you want prints, there are a variety of places to get them printed and you will
need to either go through Mark and his print lab or you can obtain the high
resolution photo files from Mark to take to your lab of choice. There is a cost to
obtain high res image files.
 If you do print, you’ll need to obtain a letter, from Mark, stating you have his
permission to print his images of the Model. Photo labs such as Walgreen’s,
Sam’s Club, Cosco, etc. will not print a professional photograph without written
consent from the photographer.
 Model may not alter images in any way. Refer to the release for more info.
 When selecting images on line to have Mark retouch, please use the number of
the image from the camera i.e. DSC_1337. DropBox also numbers the images
#1 – X. Don’t use that number.
 Since this is a TF* shoot, edited images are usually emailed to the Model within a
week or two. However, if a commercial, paid assignment comes along for Mark
to spend his attention on, he reserves the right to put any editing of TF* images
on hold.
 Model is not able to obtain a download of all the images other than proofs from
the shoot. If absolutely necessary, a price may be worked out for you to
purchase one.
 Any other information that has been given verbally is still valid.
 Mark LOVES referrals!! Since this was a FREE shoot, please recommend him to
others! Mark reserves the right to shoot TF* with select Models, even if they are
referred to him.
 More questions? Ask!
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